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• Showing that the considered AFBML Problem is NP-complete.
• A linear-time algorithm to generate an optimal broadcast schedule for a conditioned weighted DAG.
• Three heuristics with analysis to arrange vertices to multiple channels for general weighted DAGs.
• Discussing the three proposed heuristics with simulation experiments.
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a b s t r a c t

Data broadcasting is an effective approach to disseminating information to mobile clients and has
attractedmuch research attention in recent years. Inmany applications, the access pattern among the data
can be represented by a weighted DAG. In this paper, we consider the problem of efficiently generating
the broadcast schedules on multiple channels when the data set has a DAG access pattern. We show that
it is NP-hard to find an optimal broadcast schedulewhich not onlyminimizes the latency but also satisfies
the ancestor property that retains the data dependency. We further derive a condition for the input DAGs
under which one can generate an optimal broadcast schedule in linear time and propose an algorithm to
generate the schedule. Due to the NP-completeness, we provide three heuristics for general DAGs based
on the level of a vertex in the input DAGs and each heuristic uses a different policy to place vertices into
the broadcast channels. There are two categories for the policies. The first category mainly considers the
probability for a process to stop at a considered vertex. The second category takes the vertices which
are affected most when assigning a vertex into consideration. We analyze and discuss these heuristics.
A short experimental simulation is given for supporting and validating the discussion. In particular, the
experimental results indicate that roughly considering the whole posterior vertices of each vertex is not
precise and may not lead to good results and considering the vertices affected most when assigning a
vertex will help reducing the latency.

© 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Modern technologies in communication, networking, infor-
mation management, and positioning systems enable a wireless
mobile environment where the clients can ubiquitously access
public information, such as electronic news service, traffic infor-
mation, and stock-price information. In such an environment, the
bandwidth between a server and a client is asymmetric [1,16],
that is, the downlink bandwidth is much greater than the uplink
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bandwidth. The traditional pull-based approach (client–server
model) for accessing services, where each client sends the query
to the server and the server processes the query and replies to
the client with the result, will meet the bottleneck problem due
to the limited uplink bandwidth. Besides, in wireless mobile envi-
ronments the number of mobile clients is growing constantly and
the information service system is expected to serve an increasingly
large number of users. In recent years, the push-based approach
(data broadcasting) has been considered as an attractive solution
for the bottleneck problem and provides an efficient way to dis-
seminate the information to a large pool of clients.

In data broadcasting environments, the server broadcasts the
data periodically and the clients access the data by listening to
the broadcast channel and derive the results by themselves. One
instance of the broadcast data consists of a broadcast cycle. The
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related topics on data broadcasting have attracted much research
attention in recent years [6,8,9,11,14,16,18–20,26,23,27,29,31,32,
34]. One of the important topics on data broadcasting is how the
server schedules the data in the broadcast channel in order that
the mobile clients can access the information efficiently.

There are two important measurements for evaluation in data
broadcasting. The latency presents the time elapsed from request-
ing to receiving data and the tuning time indicates the amount of
time spent on listening to the broadcast. Short latency and tun-
ing time can ensure the quality of service (QoS) provided by the
server. Minimizing the latency is one of the objectives in many
previous papers. Those papers usually considered the data access
frequency [2,10,13,19,33] or the data access pattern [3,7,11,12,
14,27,31]. We follow this trend and one of our main objectives
is to minimize the latency. Furthermore, using multiple channels
can significantly reduce the latency [9,13,22,29,32,33]. However,
a poorly designed broadcast schedule can lead the data conflicts
[9,14,25] in the broadcast. Because the client can tune into only
one of the broadcast channels at a time instance, the data conflicts
occurwhen either (1) two ormore requested data items are broad-
cast at the same time on the broadcast channels or (2) the desired
data items arrive during channel switching. The conflicts will re-
sult in an increment on the latency. In this work, we assume that
the data broadcast can be synchronized among channels as well as
the channel switching time is negligible.

In many applications, the data to be broadcast are dependent.
Consider that a client requests a Web page which contains some
components, such as audio clips or images. When a client uses a
browser to access the Web page, the browser will request all the
components contained in the Web page after receiving the Web
page. Therefore, a request leads to an access patternwhere the data
are dependent [3,12,14,27]. The other application can be found
when a mobile client has an inquiry about the stock price of some
company. It is highly possible that the mobile client would like
to know the stock information of some other related companies.
In this case, the information among all the related companies
is dependently accessed. In addition, consider the on-demand
broadcasting model [7,11,24,26,23,29] where the server collects
a batch of requests from the mobile clients and then sends the
results to that group of clients via broadcast. After receiving a signal
from the server, eachmobile client starts to receive the result from
the beginning of the broadcast cycle. The broadcast data in this
model are correlated and dependent. For the shortest-route service
using data broadcasting [24], different clients may share parts of
the route information of each other as Fig. 1 shows. Clientsm1 and
m2 need the road information (r0, r3, r5, and r6) and (r1, r3, r5, and
r7), respectively. Hence, the data are dependent according to the
need of the clients and after accessing r5, r6 or r7 may be accessed.
The data dependency of the aforementioned applications can be
expressed using directed graphs. The authors in [19] discussed the
broadcast generation for the data having dependencywhich can be
modeled as a directed graph. The provided approach schedules the
broadcast by decomposing the input directed graph and then place
the vertices into the channel.

For the applications in the areas such as multimedia databases
and knowledge bases, the data to be broadcast is of amultimedia or
hypertext format with rich semantics [14]. These applications can
use the object-oriented paradigm tomodel them. The objects(data)
in an object-oriented paradigm are normally associated with one
another via some semantic links, such as inheritance, aggregation,
or association. In many cases, the relationships among the objects
are not random but can be expressed as a hierarchy or edge-
weighted directed acyclic graph (DAG), where the objects are
vertices and the weighted edges denote the semantic strength
between two vertices [14]. A DAG is a special case of the directed
graphs. In this paper, by referring to [14], we consider the access

Fig. 1. Road segments r0, r3, r5 , and r6 are for client m1 (solid-line) and road
segments r1, r3, r5 , and r7 are for clientm2 (dashed-line); therefore, road segments
r3 and r5 are shared bym1 andm2 .

pattern formed by all the possible requests where the data
dependency and access frequency can be represented as an edge-
weighted DAG. The weight on a directed edge in the considered
DAG presents the conditional probability of accessing a vertex.
Our study can be applied to the aforementioned applications if the
considered case can be expressed as an edge-weighted DAG. We
investigate how to generate multi-channel broadcast schedules
in order to minimize the average latency for the broadcast data
having an edge-weighted DAG access pattern.

Allowing amobile client to start receiving the data in themiddle
of a broadcast cycle can reduce the latency by skipping the waiting
time for the beginning of a broadcast cycle. However, for the
applications mentioned in the previous paragraph, because of the
DAG access pattern [14], we assume that the client will start the
query process from the beginning of the broadcast cycle as [16,17,
28]. Such a consideration distinguishes our proposed algorithms
from the others [3,12]. To simplify the discussion, we assume that
each data item corresponds to one packet (or broadcast slot) in the
broadcast. Actually, if the length of the data item is longer than
the packet size, the data item can be partitioned into smaller data
items which fit the packet and the dependency among these data
items can be modeled as a chain in the DAG access pattern with
probability 1 on each edge.

Due to data dependency, we consider that the generated broad-
cast schedule satisfies the ancestor property of the vertices in the in-
put DAG G. For an edge (u, v) in G, the ancestor property indicates
that vertex u should be broadcast before vertex v in the same cy-
cle. Since amobile client can only select one channel to tune into on
multiple channels, dependent data cannot be broadcast at the same
time on different channels. Otherwise, data conflicts will occur and
an extension on the latency can be expected. Hence, the broadcast
schedule generated without considering the weights (access fre-
quencies) andwithout the ancestor propertymay result in a longer
latency.

In this paper, we discuss the problem of generating an optimal
broadcast schedule which satisfies the ancestor property and re-
sults in a minimum latency in a multi-channel broadcast environ-
ment. A discussion on the relatedwork and some preliminaries are
given in Section 2. Section 3 presents the formal definition of the
problem. The latency in the considered problem is re-defined and
is a refinement for the definition in the preliminary version of this
paper appeared in [21].Wewill show in Section 4 that this problem
is NP-complete. Due to the NP-completeness of the problem, we
explore a condition for the input DAG under which one can gener-
ate an optimal broadcast schedule in linear time and provide such
a scheduling algorithm in Section 5. Note that the condition is de-
rived by observations and not common in practice due to the lim-
ited broadcast bandwidth. In the design of the algorithm, since the
minimized latency can be achieved,we also consider the number of
switches between channels during the client query process, which
may cause the time delay [14]. For a general case, we provide three
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